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AFFIDAVIT OF DR. SAM1 AMlN AL-ARICLN

I, Dr. Sarni h i n Al-Arian, declare under penalty of pejury under the laws of the United
States of America, that the foregoing is t u e and correct.

I.

I have been called three times to appear before the Grand Jury of the U.S. District Court

for the Eastern District of Virginia investigating individuals involved with the International Institute
for fskarnic Thought ("'IIIT").
2.

After I was acquitted in Florida of eight counts, I agreed to .o plea agreement to end all

business with the iJnited States govement. As I told the Magistrate Judge during the plea colfoquy,
it was in my best interest lo plead guilty to one count of providing services to PIJ, specifically
immigration related services. During the negotiations over the plea agreement, I insisted oil removing
provisions on cooperation with the govmment - including any testimony before a . grand jury; - any
demands for restitution, and any reference to any material suppori of renorim. 'The govenunent
agreed to remove such provisions.

3.

My refusal to sign the agreement with the cooperation provisions was based on my

unwillingness to assist the g o v e m e n t in doing to others what it had done to me and my family.

4.

1 signed the plea agree~nentunder the express assurance that the goverment could not

demand my coopemtion in m y criminal investigation and L would not have to deal my farther with the
Florida case or the underlying investigation. Indeed, I agreed to add time of incarceration in exchange
for not having to cooperate with the government in future investigations.

5.

1 continue to believe that the plea agreement relieved me of the obligation to testify

before this p m d juq- and I continue to pursue appeais ta establish that right.
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Without waiving any of my rights or appeals, I have agreed to make this statement to

demonstrate to h e government that 1 am not wiwolding any infomatioll related to HIT or any other
criminal behavior related to UlT.

7

After my inGarceration for civil contempt, I made a good-faith offer to demonstrate to

the govemlneut that I have no idomation related to any criminal acts related to IilT. Moreover, my
counsel supplied an attorney proffer that explained the meaning of all of the docments raised by the
g o v e m e n t as the basis for my testimony.

8.

I offered to answer questions about HIT to show that I h o w of no crimes comirted by
or its ofiicers. J. fb.rther offered to submit to a polygraph examination to establish that

that orgdaiion

I had testified tmtkfaIly on the infomation and documents related to ITIT.
9.

The govement, however, insisted on asking questions about matters related to the

Florida case and underlying allegations. This was precisely &at I was told would be covered under
the plea agreement.

10.

I have agreed to supply this affidavit to show that 1 am not holding back infomation on

any crime related to IilT and to offer my fuH knowledge of the meaning of these docunlents and
mderlyiiig facts.

1.

M y Jnteraetioa with IIIT

11.

I offered to take a polygmph examination to establish the truth of this infomation.

12.

To the best of my recollection and howledge, my first contac"c1th the International

Institure for Islamic nought ('"IIIT1) occurred in the fall of 1983 or early 1984. The president of IIIT
at the time was the late Palestinian-American professor of religion at Temple University in
Plriladelphia, Dr. Ismail Al-Faruqi.
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Dr. AI-Faruqi is from the same Palestinian famdy as my mother

He also was a

contemporary of my father in their hometown city of Jaffa before the exile of 1948.
14.

1 have h o r n Dr. At-Faruqi since 1976 when I met him at different Islamic conferences

and even shared the podium with him at a Universiq of Michigan conference in the early 1980s.
15.

During my discussions with Dr. Al-Fmqi, I was very impressed with the mission and

concept of LIIT. 1 felt that it represented a new paradim regarding the theory of knowledge,
understanding, and analysis of Islamic history, theology, and the many diffirent disciplines of social
science and humanities.
16.

Afier Dr. al-Fmqi passed away in 1986, Dr. Faha Jabir AI-Alwmi became the second

president of IIIT. I had met Dr. AI-Alwani many times before, in the mid-198Cs, at the 1lIT
headquarters during my visits to Washingion D.C. I w-as very impressed with the depth and breadth of

Dr. Al-Alwani's howledge regarding Islmic theology, juispmdellce and Xistory. 1 felt that Dr. AlAlwani represented a new kind of modem isimic scholar and cleric who was Glling, and not afraid,

to explore a new interpreation of issues and rulings in contrast to many orthodox, conservative, or
kaditiond clerics in the Middle East. This appealed to me greatly and I became goad friends with Dr.
Al-Awani because we shared many ideas, outlooks, and vision regarding these issues including a
genuine critique of the orthodox and consewati\~einterprebtions of Islam as outlined by many Islamic
clerics and movements.
17.

Between 1988 and 1992, the lslamic C o b n e e for Palestine ('"ICP"), an orgaijzation

that I had co-founded, held annual conferences. To the best of my recoliection, Dr. hl-Alwani was a
guest speaker at all five of the TCP annual conferences. The major themes of these conferences were
two-fold: ( I ) The current (fust) intifada in the occupied territories, and (2) the need for internal reform
within the Islamic World and Islamic movements. Dr. Al-AIwani atways addressed the second theme,
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which 1 think was because Dr. Al-Alwani had limited involvement and knowledge of the Palestinian
cause. None of the other individuals at 11lT agended any of the ILGP annual conferences, although they
might have received invitations.
18.

I also co-founded the World and Islam Studies Enterprise (""WISE"), a Tampa-based

research center. VJISE's mission and research h k ~ e s t sare listed in its brochure and articles of
incorporation which the FBI seized during its November 1995 search. WISE was in operation from
the fall of 1990 until late 1995.
19.

WISE and IIIT shared many ideas and interpretalions regarding the major challenges

and issues facing the Muslim World. In essence, they complemented each other. M i l e IiIT focused
on the abstract and theory, WISE focused on current events. Specifically, IIIT looked at issues facing
the Muslim World on historical, theological, and epistenlologicd levels. W S E focused on the
relationship between the Isiamie World and the West in the last two centuries from a political and

analyticd perspective. Each organization appreciated the other and considered its work impoflant and
vital in the continuous process of reform, underslanding, and re-hkvretation.
20.

Although W S E was a much smaller orga~zation(its entire budget over five years was

in total less than $600,000), its conlributions and aehievemenls have been recognized by the premiere
American academics, specialists, and inteltechals in the field of Islamic history, lslmic studies, and
the social sciences. WISE produced a q~meerlyqudlity journal (20 issues in five years). Each joumal
concentrated on a main theme as well as two or three other s d i e r themes. Translation of dl the
indices of all the issues of WISE's journal can be found in the record of the 2005 Florida trial as well
as within the seized material in the FBI office in Tampa. Only huo issues concenhaled on the
Palestinian issue. I believe that Dr. Al-Alwatli mnQibuted to WISE's journal several times. WISE
also held two round-table discussions in 1992 and 1993. These involved a full-day discussion between
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lslaniic schola* and Ieader with at least 20 American academics in the field. Publications of these

proceedings were sold to the public.
II.

My Relationship w-ilhDr. AI-Ahani

21.

W S E had a board of advisors that included over 20 scholars. Dr. Al-Alwruli was a

member of that board and possibly even its chaiman. I am not certain if that board ever held a fonnal
meeting due to WISE'S shortage of h d s . I believe that some of the board members provided
guidance and advice to WISE'S publications and activities during its time of operation.
22.

After the December I990 ICP amwL conference in Chicago, WISE and IIlT co-

sponsored a one-day symposium in the same hotel that featured aboul three dozen guest speakers,
including many of the ICP conference speakers. To the best of my ~oollection,the theme of this
symposium was the challenges facing the lslanlic World in the new world order afier the collapse of
the Soviet Union and on the eve of the Gulf War. The symposim was video-taped in its entirety. The
videotapes were seized in the November 1995 FBI search. IIIT paid for the expenses of this
symposium vYhile WISE took care of the logistics and organization. I believe that Check #2911 for
$5,000, which was paid on January 30, 1991,

was referenced in Dr. Al-Alwani's September 30,

1992 letter constituted IIIT's payment for the above referenced s p p s i u r n .
23.

Sometime during May 1991, I approached Dr. Al-Alwmi at ITIT's headquarters in

Bemdon, VA, and appealed to him to help WISE because it was smgglhg financially. Dr. AlAiwani, &er much discussion, pledged that lllT would e o n ~ b a t e$50,000 to WISE during the
following year. f recaIl that Dr. Al-Alwmi asked how WISE wodd use these funds. 1 assured Dr. AlAIwani that WISE would use the conbibution to fund the publication of its journal as well as for the
operational expenses of the center.
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During a subsequent visit in November 1991,I again asked Dr. AI-Alwani to help cover

part of the cost of the ICP conference in Chicago in December 1991. Dr. AI-Alwani was hesitant to
provide iCP financial support because ICP was an advocacy organization and IIIT only supported
academic and research institutions. I was able to convince Dr. Ai-Alwani that one of the ICP's
conferences' themes coincided with the IIlT mission - mainly the issue of reform and the Islamization
of knowledge. Moreover, I was able to convince Dr Al-Alwani that the best way for IIIT to be
effective was to reach out to the Muslim masses during these conferences to explain itself and its new
approach to the challenges facing the Muslim World. Dr. Al-Alwmi evenkally agreed to contribute
$10,000 to ICP to cover part of (be cost of the annual conference.
25.

The following background relates to the September 30, 1992, October 26, 1992, and

November 6, 1992 letters between myself and Dr. Al-AIwmi. Earlier, I had asked Dr. Ai-Atwani to
hifill his earlier comilment to WISE for $50,000. Dr. A1-Alw'mi responded on September 30, 1992
stating that IllT's pledge had been fulfilled. I responded on October 26, 1992 that there were basically
twJo problems: ( I ) the check in January 1991 (for the December 1990 spposiurn) was prior to the
May 1991 agreement and should not have counted towards the $50,000 pledge to WISE and (2) the
pledge to subsidize the ICP conference was totaliy separate and should not have counted towards the
pledge to WISE. This was made plain by me in my October 26, 1992 response *at WISE and ICP
were totally separate entities and were not substimtes for each other.
26.

f believe that Dr. Al-Alwani's letter dated November 6, 1992 was a disguised anempt

by IIIT to get out of its commitment to lCP by saying that IIIT dealt with the individuals involved with
WISE and/or TCP and those institutions themselves as "a group," and tbat WISE and ICP were
basically '"theirn instimions where it did not matter to him Mihether the $50,000 pledge was spent on
WISE, ICP, or both, but that it was up to the individuals involved with WISE and/or ICP. I believe
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that t i e letter was a pure turn-around by Dr. Ai-Alwa~iin order to not pay the $10,000 aild I believe
the letter invoked flow-ery and brotheriy lmguage to extricate Dr. Al-Alwani from the pledge so as to
avoid the payment. I believe that when Dr. Al-Alwani had made the pledge to ICP for $10,000, he
might not have had prior approval from his Board, and when he did not get that approval later: he tried
to back away by writing this letter and saying: "when we make a commitment to you or try to offer, we
do it for you as a group (i.e. the people who ran WISE and ICP), regardless of the entity (not party as

in the translation) or the affiliation (not faqade as in the translation) you use ihe donations for.''

I

believe that Dr. AI-Alwani meant that whether the individuals involved with WISE and/or ICP used
the money for WSE or TCP, Dr. A I - A I w ~did not caras because some of the same individuals ran both
organizations. Again, 1 believe it was Dr. AI-Alwani's explicit way to extricate himself froni his
second commitment to ICP (which I considered totally separate horn WISE.). This could easily be
seen in Dr. AI-Alwani's f o i l o ~ n gsktement: "As for the names (appellations in Wanslation) whether
they were in the name of the center (is. WISE) or the committee ji.e. 3CP) they do not change
anything of the fact of the matter (i.e. that some of the same individuals ran both organi~ations.)"I
disagreed with Dr. Al-Alwani's interpretation and analysis and I believed that I was in hot water with
the other n~enibersof WISE because they did not know about Dr. Al-Alwani's cornmitme~,lto me
regarding ICP, which made WISE short $10,000 because of the back-tracking on Dr. Al-Alwmi's
comitment.

111.

Dr. NaE% Connection with IIIT

27.

Sometime in the Spring of 1994, Dr. AI-Alwani approached Dr. ljashir Nafi for a

position at IIIT. Dr. Nafi was one of the editors of WISE'S j o m d and its Director of Research. He
was, at the time, residing in London. Dr. Nafi had earlier stayed in Tampa for several montks and
WISE had already initiated the process for his visa and residency to work for WISE in Tampa. Dr.
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Nafihad already retained a local Tampa immigration lawyer and the process had been proceeding for
r;everal months when Dr. h1-Aiwani contacted Dr. Nafi in London.
28.

WISE was expei;encing financial dificulties at the time, and Dr. Nafi accepted the IlIT

offer until more funds were available at WISE. 1 was not happy about this mangement. Dr. Nafi
explained his reasoning for taking the position with lIlT to me and I understood it to be as follows:
a. Dr. Nafi would still work at WISE in his capacity as Director of Research and its chief
editor of the journal while atso working fat, IIIT. ft did not matter whether he worked out
of London or the D.C. area for WISE. In fact,Washington D.C. was closer to Tampa.
b. Dr. Nafi would be employed by IIlT as a managing editor of its English journal and chief

assistant to Dr. Al-Alwmi in addition to his duties for 'lVfSE.
c. Dr. NaFi's salary would be paid by W S E while HIT would contribute to WISE an m u a l
arnount that would exceed his salary. Dr. NaKs ratioilde for this arrangement was threefold:

i. Dr. Nafi did not want to submit immigation and visa papers to work for anorher
institution and to pay legal fees for such papers because he had already paid over
$3,000 in legal fees. Dr. Nafi also did not want to restart the processing of his

imigration papers by having to resubmit with a different sponsor.
ii. Dr. N~FIhad already been working for WISE in London and the work for IIIT
would be in addition to his duties for WISE. Dr. Nafi also wanted to be in the D.C.
area because he was working on his second PhD disse-tion

in history and wanted

to be near the Library of Congress and Georgetown University library.
iii. Dr. Nafi wanted to boost WISE'S budget with the IIIT con~butions. He had also
promised that the moment WISE was ahle to raise enough funds through the
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collective efforts of me and Dr. N&, and when Dr. Nafi was done with his research
for his disseflation, Dr. Nafi would move back to Tampa. Hence, Dr. Nafi argued
that his involvement with lllT was temporary and in his view there was no need to
go back and forth with the attorney about which orgmization would sponsor i6m. I
recall that Dr. Njii dso said that he consulted with the attorney about whether he
could work for WISE out of WashinBon D.C. and the attorney said that would be
acceptable as long as he was paid by WISE.
29.

1 was not a pasty to any discussions or understandings as to what Dr. Al-Alwani or other

IIIT people might have known regarding Dr. Nafi's employment by, or involvement with,WISE.
30.

After the November 1995 FBI raid on WISE and the freezing of its account, WISE

effectively ceased operation a?d closed its offices. Dr. Nafi eventually transferred his visa to ZIIT in
early 1996.
IV.

My Knowledge of SILIR's Transae$ions

31.

I believe that the $10,000 donation from the SAAR FoundaGon to WISE referenced in

the October 7, 1994 letter by Dr. M d a m a d A. Jaghlit was in connection with the cooperation
between WISE and ISIT regardmg personnel and programs. I believe that this $10,000 donation was

an added contr;bution that year on top of IIIT's payment to WISE as reimbursement for WISE'S salary
payments to Dr. Nafi that can be attributed to his service to IIIT.
32.

A check for $3,000 h r n SAAR Foundation to the Islamic Academy of Florida (""IAF"),

a private community-based Islamic school which I founded in 1992, was sent either in 1993 or 1994.
The funds were spent on the operation of the school. The FBI should have records relating to all of
IAF's bank accounts and expenses.
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My Relationship With Dr. Totonji
33.

During 1994,I corresponded frequently with Dr. A h a d Totonji, one of the individuals

who was part of IIIT or its related organizations, in an effort to raise fimds. Dr. Totonji was based in
Saudi Arabia. I had seen him before at IIIT's headquarters and at various Islamic conferences. I mas
told (although 1 do not recall by whom) that Dr. Totonji had excellent contacis for fundraising in Saudi
Arabia.
34.

I engaged in fundraising in Saudi Arabia mainly to suppolt the IAF school. I also

mentioned two other projects to Dr. Totonji. One kas to support an English langtiage journal by WISE
to be edited by me, and the other was to help find sponsors for the Orphan Sponsorsfip project in the
occ~~pied
territories of Palestine. Dr. Totonji's response regarding the journal was to decline any seed
money because as he said, people in Saudi Arabia did not appreciate inteliectuat work, especially in
languages other than Arabic. I &en asked Dr. Totonji if it was possible to find a sponsor for 1,000
subscriptions to the journal. Dr. Totonji's response was that it was probabiy too mucll but referred me
to another person. Eventudly, the idea for the jouml died because I could not raise the seed money
by the end of 1995 when WISE became defunct.

35.

As for the Orphans project, Dr. Totonji referred me to a Saudi organization that

specialized in helping and sponsoring o ~ h a n s . I visited this organization in Saudi Arabia but the
person in charge was outside the country at the time. NotXing came out of 5nal attempt. It was clear to
me that Dr. Totonji did not get involved personallq in my fundraising activity. He simpiy referred
people to others and it was up to me to make the contacts, the pitch, and the follow-up.
36.

During my visit to Saudi Arabia in May 1994, Dr. Totonji never once accompanied me

to any visit for fimdsaising on behalf of the school. I used some of the contacts Dr. Totonji gave me as
well as some of my own contacts to raise funds for ihe school. The hundreds of faxes and intercepts
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that I made as well as my itinerary (which was seized in the 2003 FBI search) confirm that all these
contacts were on behalf of the IAF school.
37.

From 1994 until 2002,I rzised hundreds of thousands of dollars from sources overseas

(mainly from Saudi Arabia and the UAE), and hundreds of thousands of dollars more from domestic
sources for ihe IAF schooi. AIl the money raised on behalf of the IAF school was spent inside the
United States for school operations as attested by the FBI financial analyst duling his 2005 trial
testimony. The records of d l the donations and their disbursements were seized in the 2003 FBI
search and are currently housed in the FBI T m p a office.
38.

A11 the money that was in the WISE account &om 1991 though 1995 was spent on

WISE'S operations in the United States, which was also attested to by the govement's agent.
39.

The g o v e m e n t has a copy of ail the bank accounts and ehe~ksinvolving WISE; IhF,

and others. During the dozens of transactions shown in court, 1 do not recall a single ilansaction
involving IllT or relaied azganizations shown to the jury during the FBI's financial analyst's
testimony.
VI.

My Contact With Other Individuals Connected With EIlT
40.

Dr. KllaIil Shikaki was the first Executive Director of WISE. I believe that he was a

well respected scholar and academic, who continues to be respected by the .ajnerican administration as
well as the Israeli aufborities. .When Dr. Shikaki left WSE in 1992: I believe that he was supposed to
have established a branch office for WISE in the West Bank. He spent about $13,000 buying
equipment, establishing the office and prin~ngWISE'S publications.
41.

It became clear to me and to WISE management in late 2992 that the production level

of Dr. Shikaki for WISE was not adequate as he was more occupied with other projects, most notably
with IIIT. Shortly later, WSE ended its relationship with Dr. Shikaki.
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42. I was aware lhai Dr. Shikaki was reprinting III'T books and publications in the West
Bank and Gaw region and holding academic symposia for IIiT; but I was not aware of the extent of
that involvement.
43.

1was shocked in 2004, during the discovery phase of my Florida trial, to see the amowli

of money fnat went from iIIT to Dr. Shikaki during that period in tile 1990s. It was clear from my
observations of the cancelled checks of Dr. Sbiaki's bank account that the money was going towazds
reprinting books, priblications, academic scholarships, support of illliversities, libraries, and a fair
m o u n t of compensation for Dr. Sbikaki. I do not know Mihat arrangements Dr. Shikaki bad with 1111.

44.

The plan WISE had with Dr. Shik&i in 1992 for its research and publications was

outlined in writing and is currently in the possession of the FBI office in Tampa as it was seized in the
I995 search.
45.

Sometime in 1999 or 2000, I approached some of the individuals associated with IIlT (I

cannot recall the exact individuals) among many others, and solicited contributions for the legd
defense fund for my brother-in-law, Dr. Mazen AI-Najjar, \vho was held on secret evidence at the time
in an immigration proceeding. I believe that I received a contribution of either $5,000 or $10,000 (1
cannot recall the exact mount) from one of the charities in Kemdon or perhaps some combined
individual donations. I cannot recall these conlribu~onsexactly.
46.

During the 1999-2000 presidentid cmpaign and up d l September 11. 2001, I vam

very much invoived in lobbying activities before Congress and in lobbying the administration to ban
the use of secret evidence in immigration proceediligs, among other civii rights issues. 1 recall having
contacted a couple of dozen Muslim leaders and inkllectuals across the United States in the summer of
ZOO1 to establish a permanent lobbying group and political training organhation. Drs. Barzinji, alTalib, AI-Alwarii and possibly Totonji were among these people. They encouraged me to pursue the
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project and promised to promote it as best they could when it got off the gound The full plan for such
organization was seized in the 2003 search and is currently in the FBI Tampa ofice
47.

1chaired a strategy and brain-storming sessioil regardjng this project in July 2001 in the

northern Virginia area. I recall that it was attended by several of the above mentioned individuais.
The minutes of this meeting and the attendance list were seized by the FBI during the 2003 seasch and
is cunently in the FBI office in Tampa.
48.

After September 11, 2001, 1 chaired another meeting in the northern Virginia area

(possibly in late 2001 or early 2002) which was attended by at least a dozen people including some
people from UIT. I believed that the objective of the meeting was to explore an effective strategy for
the Muslim community. in the United States to respond to the 911 1 tragedy. The minutes of this
meeting. along with the anendance list, were seized by the FBI during the 2003 search and are
cunently being held in the FBI office in Tampa.

49. 1 had previously consulted in my professional capacity. as a professor of Computer
Engineehg for the Graduate School of Islamic and Socia! Science (GSISS), a graduate-level school
whose president at the rime was Dr. Al-Alwani, in the spring of 2000. My task was to design a webbased or satellite-based system to establish off-site classes. I was paid $10,000 from the schooi
account for expenses. The study was delivered in the fall of 2000.
50.

1 also recall parlicipating in at least four symposia held at lIIT headquders during the

1990s. I was either a guest speaker, moderator, discussant. or participant. I was paid for my travei,
lodging, and expenses.
51.

Other than the above mentioned financial transactions, f do not recall any other

financial transactions involving IIIT or organizations or individuals associated with IIIT.
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My relaiionship with Dr. Abdulbamid Abu Sulairnan was very limited. 1 only recall

three meetings with him, although I had seen him at other events. My first encomter %it11 Dr.
Sulaiman was in the mid-1980s and ihe lopic of disarision was Dr. Suiaimm's political theory on
iniemationd relations. The second meeting was in the late 1980s and the topic of discussion was T;bn
Taymiyyah, the medieval Islamic reformer of ihe 14th century. The last meeting I recall was in the
late 1990s and the topic of discussion was child psychology.

53.

M y invool~iementwith Dr. Wisham al-TaIib goes back to 1976. f have always enjoyed

having intellectual discussions with him throngltout the years. 1 do not, however, recall any deaiing
with Dr. al-Talib on any projects or transactions of a financial nature.

54.

My involvement with Dr. J m a l Barzinji was similar to that with Dr. Nisham al-Talib.

It dates back to 1976 when I had met Dr. Baszinji at diEereni. Islamic conferences, primarily the

Muslim Swdenls Association (""MSA"), and the IsIanlic Society of North America ("ISNA"). I always
respected Dr. Barzinji, had many fruiifili discussions with him, and sought his advice regarding some
of my projects such as the lobbying and political ira;ning group. I felt that Dr. Barzinji was always
encouraging.
55.

I believe that IIIT's financial assistance to WISE and/or ICP was always handled

through Dr. A I - A l w ~ . I do not recall discussing these issues with anyone else. Even when I was
frustrated with Dr. Al-Atwmi (as discussed above), muhenever I approached Dr. Barzinji for assistance,
Dr. Barzinji asked me to handle the financial issues through Dr. Al-Alwani and would refuse to discuss
the issue &her.
56.

I aIso invited Dr. AI-Alw& to address the members of the Islamic Cornunity of

Tanipa Mosque. Dr. a-Alwani spoke about the challenges facing the internal refom process wiihin
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the islmic nation and the role for America1 Muslims in facing these challenges. I believe that this
occurred in 2000. Dr. Al-Alwani paid for his own plane ticket and expenses for this trip to Tampa.

57.

During the entire period that I have known the main individuals involved with IlIT or

its re!;ited organiza~ms,many of them have been located overseas for extended periods of time (such
as in Saudi Arabia, Malaysia and others). During these years, I lost contact with those individuals.
58.

To the best of my recollection, all the financial lransaetions received from IIIT and/or

other related organizations by any institution founded or co-founded by me (such as WISE. ICP. JAF,
or Tampa Bay Coalition for Justice and Peace), were spent on the operations of those organizations
inside the United States and for the pwrpose &at such contibutions were solicited for in the first piace.

59.

1 have no knowledge regarding the internal structures or operatio~~s
of IIIT, SAAR,

other related orgmimtions, or their finances. I know of no incriminating information regarding anyone
related to these orgmiza~ons.I know these individuals to be honorable, loyal, and conscientious
citizens concerned about the well being of this country and all hmmity at large.

60. F h e m o r e , during the entire period 1 have known these individuals, I have never
discussed with nor solicited IlIT (or other IlIT related organizarions or any individual involved with
IlIT or IIIT related orgazizations) for any financial support, aid or contributions for or on behalf of any
organizations based outside the U.S., including the Palestinian occupied territor;es.
VI1.

My ReeoIIee~onsof the Documents Provided by the Government Regarding ZllT

A. Lehier by h m a d a n Abdullah to Dr. Mark Orr oEUSF dated 1211111991

61.

I was not aware of this correspondence until I saw a copy of it when the FBI gave me a

copy of what they seized in 1995. I was aware of the negotiations laking place, first between Dr.

Shikaki and the University of South Florida (TISF"), then foilowed by Dr. Abdullah and USF, but I
was not privy to the details of those negotiations. These negotia$ions took place during a very busy
time in my academic career, as I was preparing my tenure application for my deparhnent in November
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1991. (I received my tenure in March 1992.) Even when the agreement between WISE and USF was
signed and the subsequent Iunch took place at WISE, I was not able to attend because of my schedule.
62.

As a point of infomation, however, in May 1991 during my discussion with IIIT

president Dr. Al-Alwmi, he agreed to support W S E with $50,000 during that fiscal year. I think that
the leiier was probably alluding to that pledge &ch was evenhally MEllIed in the foilowing months.
B. LeMer from Dr. Al-Alwaai to Dr. Sami AtArian dated 9130192

63.

J beiieve that this letter relates to IIIT's pledge to support WISE with $50,000 that year.

Dr. Al-AIwani sent this letter with a check for $15,000 to W S E and argued that with that amount, IIIT
had fulfilled its pledge. Dr. Al-Alwani also included the $5,000 that was paid to WISE to cover the
Chicago symposium in December 1990, and promised Lo send anoiher $5,000. Dr. Al-Alwani also
mentioned that IIIT looked at WISE as an extension of their school of thought. That is, both of the
groups embraced a modern and progressive interpreation of Islam that was more a m e d to the present

than other traditions such as the orthodox or the conservative interpretations. After many discussions,
conferences. symposia, and meetings, I came to believe that Dr. Al-Alwani and 1 were very close
ideologically and intellectually when it came to their understanding of history; theology, jurispmdence,
and the challenges of reforms and re-interpreting the texts. Dr. Al-hiwmi also mentioned his suppofi
of Dr. Khaiii Shikaki's t

g that he was still affiliated with WISE despite the fact that by that time,

he was not. (Note: in the translation, Dr. Shikaki's center in the West Bank should have been
translated as the Islamic Studies Center (not Enterprise). That center established by Dr. Shikaki in the
West Bank had no relation to WISE.)

64.

Also note that when Dr. Al-Atwani referred to institutions, I finnly believed that Dr. AI-

AIwani was referring to institutions established in the United States or by Dr. Shikaki in the West

Bat&, but defmitely not political entities or movements.
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6. Letter from Dr. Sarni AL-Arim to Dr. M-Akani dated 10/26/92

65.

This was my response to Dr. Ai-A\wans September 30, 1992 letter. In this response, I

pointed out that Dr. A1-Alwani's understanding of IET's comitment was incorrect. My calculation
was that WISE had received by that time only $30,000, which left a balance of $20,000. The $10,000
given to ICP was a different commitment and should not have been included as part of IIIT's pledge to

WISE.
66.

I also reminded Dr. Al-Aiwani that WISE'S mission was complementary to IIIT. 1 also

told Dr. Al-Alwani that I had spoken to Dr. Totonji, whom I believe I had met in September 1992, and

Dr. Totonji stated that the support to ICP should not have counted towards the WISE pledge and,
according to the letter, Dr. Totonji had agreed with me (although T do not recall the conversation or the
circumstances.)

67.

1 also explained that the ICP Confe~ncewas a platfom to promote HIT publications

and its mission before hundreds of parlicipmts. I believe that this was basically my selling point to Dr.
Al-Aiwani.

D. LeMer from Dr. Al-Alwani to Dr. Sami M-Arian dated 11/6/92
68.

Dr. AI-Alwani's November 6, 1992 letter responded to my letter of October 26, 1992.

As discussed above, this letter represented Dr. Al-Alwani's aaempt to extricate and distance himself
from IIIT's $10,000 contribution to ICP. My interpretation of Dr. Al-Alwaiii's letter is as follows:
a. Dr. AL-AIwani considered the people at WISE, as a group, a part of, and m extension of,
DIT because both groups subscribed to the modem, progressive, and refonn trend within
the contemporary Islamic movement. Since the 1970s, this trend has manifested itself
through an intellectual magazine called ‘"lie Modem Muslim," that was published in Cairo.

I admired and participated in the heated discussion raised by this magazine. In fact, IIIT
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bought the magazine in the late 1980s and became its chief sponsor, publisher and voice in
the Middle East.
b. Dr. Ai-Alwani also mentioned Sheikh Abdel-Gz because Dr. Al-Alwmi had met AbdeIAziz at the ICP conferences and the WISE-IIIT symposium after the 1990 conference. Dr.
Afwani and AbdeI-Aziz agreed on many issues regarding IsIamie reform and reinteqretation of the texts, the primary focus of IIIT's mission. I do not interpret His words
at all to refer lo any particular political group or affiliation but they refer instead to the

intellectual and ideological extension of what IIlT considers its school of thought.
e. The rest of the Ietter reflected Dr. A I - A l W ' s persistent attempt to extricate himself from

his $10,000 comitment regarding the ICP corrference. It is my undersbding that when
Dr. AI-Alwani d i s c ~ ~ s e"our
d instilulions," he was referring to WISE and IGP in order to

make the point that as far as Dr. AI-Aluiani was concerned, IllT helped these instiations
collectively with $50,000 ;uld it was up to individds involved with both institutions about
where the $50,000 would be spent.

My argument had been that Dr. Af-Alwani's

c o w t m e n t was for $50,000 to WISE and $10,000 to ICP, and that these comitments
were completely sepamte and distinct. That is why Dr. Al-Alwani later said that IIIT did
not care where the money was spent (i.e. whether for ICP or for WISE). Inte~retingthis
statement to refer to supporL of a politicd group is mistaken. Dr. Al-Alw-ani's next
statement clarified his position when he said that whether the money was spent on the
Center (i.e. WISE) or the committee (i.e. ICP) did not change the fact that they were both
orgdzations that some of the same individuals founded or managed.
d. I also recall, as mentioned in Dr. AI-Alwmi's letter, that a cheek for $3,000 was sent to
help the IAF school. This was the result of another solicitation by me to help the then
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newly established schooi. 1 recall that thcse funds came from either SAAR directly or from
one of the other charities. A copy of the check is available in the IAF records which were
seized in the 2003 search and are now with the FBI Tampa office.

E. iJeMer from Ahrnad Totonji (in Saudi Arabia) to Dr. Sarni Al-Arian (in Tampa, FL) dated
212211994

69.

After much solicitation hy me to Dr. Totonji regarding the IAF school, Dr. Totonji

promised to submit the application for support to a chaiitabie cornittee of which he was a part. Dr.
Totonji also declined to solicit any donations on behalf of the IAF Erorn any other source. Other faxes
and nmerous FISA intercepts can confirm those facts and the fact that all solicitations were on behalf
of the LAF school in Tampa.
F. Letter from Dr. Sami AL-Arian to Dr. Totonji (in Saudi Arabia) (Trailslation date 312419rl)
70.

I believe that "his Islamic project" as it referred to in the fetter, was the IAI: school. as

this was in response to Dr. Totonji's fetter abme r e g a r h g the school. Please note that it appears that
my counsel did not receive tbe Arabic text of this letter and that the bmsiators claimed that there were
several unintelligible words in the letter.
6. Lelter by Dr. Totonji (in Saudi Arabia) l o Dr. Sarni Al-Arian

71.

(in

Tampa) dated 7/6/94

This Ietter was in response to an earIier letter sent by me, as I had been in Saudi Arabia

in May 1994 and sent Dr. Totonji a letter on June 23. 1994. Altbough I do not have access to the June
23. 1994 letter, I can infer from Dr Totonji's response that it is likely that I raised in this letter the

other issues that I had brought up with Dr. Totonji when 1was in Saudi Arabia. These issues were the
English Ianguage journal that WISE wanted to launch and the Orphans Sponsorsiiip project about
which I could not meet with the official in Saudi Arabia. Again, Dr. Totonji referred both matters to
different people and declined to do anything for me. The journal never got off the ground because the
seed money was never raised. The Orphans project was never suppoeed because the individua? to
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whom Dr. Totonji had referred me to never responded. I cannot recall exactly why the individual did
not get in contact with me.

H. Leaer from Dr. Tolonji (in Saudi Arabia) to Dr, Saml AI-Arian (in Tornpa)dated 7/18/94
72.

This letter was in response to an wrlier request by me (on July 15, 1994) to arrange for

a loan to construct a building for the L4F school. As usual, Dr. Totonji declined to provide direct
support and referred me to others. The FISA intercepts during that period would confim that this was
a rnejor undertaking by me. Eventually, I bought a building next to the mosque for the school in
November 1994.

I. A lener k a m M. Jaghiit lo Dr. Sarni Al-Arian dated 10/7/94
73.

As previously discilssed, Dr. Nafi joined IIIT in addition to his WISE duties, and IIIT in

exchange paid W S E to cover Dr. n'&'s salary. f also recali that SAhR donated $10,000 as a sign of
continued cooperation in personnel and programs. 1 believe that this letter reflected this donation.
74.

I believe that Dr. Jaghlit did not want this publicized because SAAR did not want other

organizations or individuals lo solicit them. I believe that if one were to check SAAR's records, one
might find that this was their standard policy to dl their recipients kluding nou-Muslim institutions.

I believe that this was not unique to WSE.
J. A fax from Dr. Sami Al-Arian to Nader Jawad dated 10125194 (J1) & Dr. Af-Ahwani's

recommendation leMer ($2)
75.

During my visit to Saudi Arabia in May 1994, 1 filied out an qplication to the "Iqraa

Foundation" on behalf of IAF. It e r n e to my attention that Dr. Barzinji knew the president of that
fowdation -Dr. M o h m a d Abdu Yammi - very well. I asked Dr. Barzinji, as shown in the fax, to
write a recommendation letter on behalf of the school.

I sent a copy of Dr. Al-AIwani's

recommendation as a template. IAF eventually received $15,000 from this foundation. The check and
the L4F records are with the FBI Tampa office.
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Pursuant to 28 1J.S.C. 5 1746,1 declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true
and correct.
?"

Executed this I@day o f June 2008

Dr. Sami Amin Al--&an

